Linacre College
Old Members & Students
Mentoring
Enquiry form

Are you looking for professional guidance? A number of Linacre Old Members have kindly offered to make informal contact with other Old Members, or with current Linacre students.

If you fill in this form we will give you details of a mentor to contact. We will also inform the mentor that we have passed on his or her details to you.

Please return this form to Lisa Smârs in the Development Office
lisa.smars@linacre.ox.ac.uk +44 (0)1865 271673

Only fill in those areas which are relevant to your current situation.
N. B. Provision of both an e-mail address and a phone number would be helpful.

Name __________________________________________________________

Matriculation year at Linacre __________________________

Degree (course & subject) ______________________________________

Current professional area ______________________________________

Professional area seeking advice in/envisaged professional area
________________________________________________________________

E-mail address _____________________________________________

Phone number _____________________________________________

In due course you will hear from Lisa Smârs in the Development Office, who will give you contact details for a potential mentor.

Contacts made through the scheme are purely for the purposes of informal guidance and information; the mentee should make the initial contact with the mentor. We hope that you will soon hear back from your mentor, but please also bear in mind that they may be away on business, or on holiday, so there may be a time lag before contact between you is made.

All Old Members on our mentors’ list have indicated that they are willing to act as a mentor.

Thank you